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MJDDLE ENGLISH 

Sometime between the years 1000 and 1200 various important 
changes rook place in the structure of English, and Old English became 
Middle English. The political event which facilitated these changes was 
the Norman Conquest. The Normans, as the name shows, came originally 
from Scandinavia. In the early tenth century they established themselves 
in northern France, adopted the French language, and developed a vig
orous kingdom and a very passable civilization. I.n the year 1066, led by 
Duke William, they crossed.the Channel and made themselves masters of 
England. For the next several hundred years, England was ruled by lcings 
whose first language was French. 

One might wonder why, after the Norman Conquest, French did not 
become the nation.µ language, replacing English entirely. The reason is 
that the Conquest was not a national migration, as the earlier Anglo-Sa.-xon 
invasion had been. Great numbers ofNormc)lls came to England, but they 
cai:ne as rulers and landlords. French bec�the language of the court, the 
langua$e of the nobility, the language of polite society, the language of lit
erature. But it did not replace English as the language of the people. There 
must always have been hundreds of towns and villages in which French was 
never heard except when visitors of high station passed through. 

But English, though it survived as the national language, was pro
foundly changed after the Norman Conquest. Some of the changes-in 
sound structure and grammar-would no doubt.have talcen place whether. 
there had been a Conquest or not. Even before 1066 the case system of 
English nouns and adjectives was becoming simplified; people came to rely 
more on word order and prepositions than on inflectional endings to com
municate their meanings. The process was speeded up by sound changes 
which caused many of the endings to sound alike. But no doubt the Con
quest facilitated the change. German, which didn't experience a Norman 
Conquest, is today rather highly inflected compared to its cousin English. 

But it is in vocabulary that the effects of the Conquest are most obvi
ous. French ceased, after a hundred years or so, to be the native language of 
very many people in England, but it continued-and continues still-to 
be a zealously cultivated second language, the mirror of elegance ?-nd civi
lization. When one spoke English, one introduced not only French ideas 
and French things but also their French names. This was not only easy but 
socially useful. To pepper one's conversation with French expressions :was 
to show that one was well-bred, elegant, au courant. The l;:tst sentence 
shows that the process is not yet dead. By using au courant instead of, say, 
abreast of things, the writer indicates that he is no dull clod who knows 
only English but an elegant person aware of how things are done in le
haut monde. 

Thus French words came into English, all sorts of them. There were 
words to do with government: parliament, mafesty, treaty, alliance, tax,
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government; church words: parson, sermon, baptism, incense, crucifix, reli
gion; words for foods: veal, beef, mutton, bacon, jelly, peach, lemon, cream, 
biscuit; colors: blue, scarlet, vermilion; household words: curtain, chair, 

lamp, towe�. blanket, parlor; play words: dance, chess, music, leisure, conver
sation; literary words: story, romance, poet, literarJs· learned words: study, 
logic, grammar, noun, sur,geon, anatomy, stomach; just ordinary words of 
all sorts; nice, second, very, age, bucket,gentle,final,fault,flower, cry, count, 
sure, move, surprise, plain. 

All these and thousands more poured into the English vocabulary 30 
between ll00 and 1500 until, at the end of that time, nianypeople must 
have had more French words than English at their command. This is not 
to say that English became French. English remained English in sound 
structure and in grammar, though these also felt the ripples of French 
influence. The very heart of the vocabulary, too, remained English.-Most 
of the high-frequency words-the pronouns, the prepositions, the con
junctions, the auxiliaries, as well as a great many ordinary nouns and verbs 
and adjectives-were not replaced by borrowings. 

Middle English, then, was still a Germanic language, but it differed
from Old English in many ways. The sound system and the grammar 
changed a good deal. Spealcers made less use of case systems and other 
inflectional devices and relied more on word order and structure words to 
express their meanings. This is often saj.d to be a simplification, but it isn't 
really, Languages don't become simpler; they merely exchange one kind of 
complexity for another. Modern English is not a simple language, as any 
foreign spealcer who tries to learn it will hasten to tell you. 

For us Middle English is simpler than Old English just because it is 
closer to Modern English. It talces three or four months at least to learn to 
read Old English prose and more than that for poetry. But a week of good 
study should put one in toucl1 with the Middle English poet Chaucer. 
Indeed, you may be able to make some sense of Chaucer straight off, 
though you would need instruction in pronunciation to make it sound like 
poetry. Here is a famous passage from the General Prologue to the Canter
bury Tales, fourteenth century: 

Ther was .also a nonne, a Prioresse, 
That of hir smyling was fu1 symple and coy, 
Hir grettest� oath was but by Seinte Loy, 
And she was cleped1 Madame Eglentyne. 
Ful wel she song the service dyvyne, 
Entuned in hir nose ful semely. 
And Frenshe she spalc ful faire and fetisly,2 

After the scole of Stratford-atte-Bowe, 
For Frenshe of Parys was to hir 1mknowe. 

1. named.
2. elegantly.
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EARLY MODERN ENGLISH 

Sometime between 1400 and 1600 English underwent a couple of 
sound changes which made the language of Shakespeare quite different 
from that of Chaucer. Incidentally, these changes contributed much to the 
chaos in which English spelling now finds itself. 

One change was the elimination of a vowel sound in certain unstressed 
positions at the end of words. For instance, the words name, ,tone, wine, 
dance were pronounced as two syllables by Chat1�er but as just one by 
Shakespeare. The e in these words became, as we say, "silent," But it 
wasn't silent for Chaucer; it represented a vowel so_1md. So also the words 
laughed, seemed, rrored would have been pronounced by Chaucer as two
syllable words. The change was an important one because it affected thou
sands of words and gave a different aspect to the whole language. 

The other change is what is called the Great Vowel Shift. This was a 35 
systematic shifting of half a dozen vowels and diphthongs in stressed syl
lables. For instance, the word name had in Middle English a vowel some
thing like that in the modern word father; wine had the vowel of modern 
mean; he was pronounced something like modern hey; mouse sounded like 
moose; moon had the vowel of moan. Again the shift was thoroughgoing 
and affected all the words in which these vowel sounds occurred. Since 
we still keep the Middle English system of spelling these words, the dif

ferences between Modern English and Middle English are often more real 
than apparent. 

The vowel shift has meant also that we have come to use an entirely 
different set of symbols for representing vowel sounds_ than is used by 
writers of such languages as French, Italian, or Spanish, in which no such 
vowel shift occurred. If you come across a strange word-say, bine-i.n 
an English book, you will pronounce it according to tp.e English system, 
with the vowel of wine or dine. But if you read bine in a French, Italian, or 
Spanish book, you pronounce it with the vowel of mean or seen. 

These two changes, then, produced the basic differences between Mid
dle English and Modern English. But there were several other develop
ments that had an effect upon the language. One was the invention of 
printing, an invention introduced into England by William Caxton in· the 
year 1475. Where before books had been rare and costly, they suddenly 
became cheap and common. More and more people learned to read and 
write. This was the first of many advances in communication which have 
worked to unify languages and to arrest the development of dialect dif

ferences, though of course printing affects writing principally ratl1er than 
speech. Among other things it hastened the standardization of spelling. 

The period of Early Modern English-that is, the sixteenth and sev
enteenth centuries-was also the period of the E�glish Renaissance, when 
people developed, on the one hand, a keen interest in the past and, on 
tl1e other, a more daring and imaginative view of the future . New ideas 
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. multiplied, and new ideas meant new language. Englishmen had grown 
accustomed to borrowing words from French as a result of the Norman 
Conquest; now they borrowed from Latin and Greek. As we have seen, 
English had been raiding Latin from Old English times arid before, but 
now the floodg;;ites really opened, and thousands of words from the clas
sical languages poured in. Pedestrian

) 
bonus

) 
anatomy, contradict

) 
climax

) 

dictionary
) 

benefit
) 

multiply) 
exist

) 
paragraph

) 
initiate

) 
scene

) 
inspire are ran

dom examples. Probably the average educated American today has more 
words from French in his vocabulary than from native English sources, 
a.rid more from Latin than from French.

The greatest writer of the Early Modern English period· is of course 
Shakespeare, and the best-known book is the King James Version oft;he 
Bible, published in 1611. The Bible (if not Shakespeare) has made many 
features.of Early Modern English perfectly familiar to many people down 
to the present time, even though we do not use these features in present
day speech and writing. Foi- instance, the old pronouns thou and thee have 
dropped out pf use now, together with their verb forms, but they are still 
familiar to us in prayer and in Biblical quotations: "Vi/hither thou geest, I 
will go." Such forms as hath and doth hi].ve been replaced by has and does; 
"Goes he hence tonight?" would now be "Is he going away tonight?"; 
Shakespeare's "Fie, on't, sirra.h" would be "Nuts to that, Mac." Still, all 

· these expressions linger with us because of the power of the works in
which they occur.

It is not always realized, however, that considerable sound ch,anges 40 
have t<!lcen place between Early Modern English anc! the English of the 
present day. Shalcespea.rian actors putting on a play spealc the words, 
properly enough, in their modern pronunciation. But it is very doubtful 
that this pronunciation would be understood at all by Shalcespeare. In 
Shalcespeare's time, the word reason was pronounced like modern raisin; 
face had the sound of modern glass; the l in would

) 
should; palm was pro

nounced. In these points and a great many others the English language 
has moved a long way from what it was in 1600. 

RECENT DEVELOPME]'fTS 

The history of English since 1700 is filled witl1 many movements and 
countermovements, of which we can notice only a coupk One of these 
is the vigorous attempt made ii1 the eighteenth century, and the rather 
half-hearted attempts made since, to regulate and control the English 
language. Many people of the eigI:i-teenth century, not understanding 
very well the forces which govern +anguage, proposed to polish and prune 
and restrict English, whicl1 they felt was proliferating too wildly. There 
was much tallc of a,n acaqemy which would rule on what people could 
and could not say a,nq write. The fl.Cademy never can1e into being, but the 
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eighteenth century did succeed in establishing certain attitudes which, 
though they haven't had much effect on the development of the lan
guage itself, have certainly changed the native speaker's feeling about the 
language. 

In part, a product of the ·wish to fix: and establish the language was 
the development of the dictionary. The first English dictionary was pub
lished in 1603; it was a list of 2,500 words briefly defined. Many others 
were published with gradual improvements until Samuel Johnson pub
lished his English Dictionary in 1755. This, steadily revised, dominated 
the field in England for nearly a hundred years. Meanwhile in America, 
Noah Webster published his dictionary in 1828; and before long dic
tionary publishing was big business in this country. The last century has 
seen the publication of one great dictionary: the twelve-volume Oxford 
English Dictionary, compiled in the course of seventy-five years through 
the labors of many scholars. We have also, of course, numerous commer
cial dictionaries which are as good as the public wants them to be if not, 
indeed, rather better. 

Another product of the eighteenth century was the invention of· 
"English grammar." As English came to replace Latin as the language 
of scholarship, it was felt that one should also be able to control and 
dissect it, parse and analyze it, as one could Latin. What happened in 
practice was that the grammatical description that applied to Latin was 
removed and superimposed on English. This was silly, because English 
is an entirely different kind of language, with its own forms and signals 
and ways of producing meaning. Nevertheless, English grammars on the 
Latin model were worked out and taught in the schools. In many schools 
they are still being taught. This activity is not often popular with school 
children, but it is sometimes an iri.teresting and instructive exercise in 
logic. The principal harm in it is that it has tended to keep people from 
being interested in English and has obscured the real features of English 
structure. 

But probably the most important force on the development of English 
in the modern period has been the tremendous expansion of English
spealcing peoples. In 1500 English was a minor language, spoken by a few 
people on a small island. Now it is perhaps the greatest language of the 
world, spoken natively by over a quarter of a billion people and as a second 
language by many millions more. When we speak of English now, we must 
specify whether we mean American English, British English, Australian 
English, Indian English, or what, since the differences are considerable. 
The American cannot go to England or the Englishman to America con
fident that he will always understand and be understood. The Alabaman 
in Iowa or the Iowan in Alabama shows himself a foreigner every time he 
spealcs. It is only because communication has become fast and easy that 
English in this period of its expansion has not broken into a dozen mutu
ally unintelligible languages. 




